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INTRO

The first time I saw Christensen’s work ‘Study for Composition VI’,
I recognised the exact location in which it was filmed. The distinct
nature and texture of the rocks are unique and belong to the shores
of Ogna, a location on the south-west coast of Norway. It is this
location that marks the end of the flat landscapes and rolling hills
of Jœren and the start of a deeper and more voluptuous landscape
leading further south, where trees grow more closely together
forming woods containing new and different vegetation. It is also a
location that looks out on to the sea that separates Norway and
Britain, where the new place for Christensen’s continuation of ‘Study
for Composition V’I has taken shape: Berwick-upon-Tweed, the
northernmost coastal town in England, situated only 4 km south of
the Scottish border.
Perhaps it is the water separating Ogna and Berwick-upon-Tweed
that emphasises the circular narrative within Christensen’s new
work—a flow of tides, the rise and fall in sea levels, and the
vulnerability of the body in meeting with water. Christensen’s body
is elevated and framed within a circular structure, high above sea
levels. Using scaffolding and basic safety devices, Christensen takes
risks in her work similar to that of an acrobat walking a tightrope. Her
performance is based not on shocking spectators with a display of
balancing skills but is fuelled by a desire to explore the different
possibilities of transforming perceived realities. Christensen
investigates a subjectivity that unfolds somewhere between
authenticity and a fictional construct of oneself, explored through
a documented performance, where the physical and metaphorical
suggestion of ‘space’ is challenged. This ‘space’ might be us as the

IT IS THE HORROR AND THE
VAST ENDLESSNESS OF THIS
SEA THAT CREATES
POSSIBILITIES.

audience in meeting this work, or the sea that so vastly separates
and brings together.
The body that falls in will absorb water, and the skin will peel away
from the underlying tissues. Fish, crabs and sea lice will nibble away
at the flesh. Christensen’s body is elevated, lifted high up, yet
vulnerable to the power of the sea. It is the horror and the vast
endlessness of this sea that creates possibilities.
By Audhild Dahlstrøm
Director, NABROAD

INTRO

Filmed in Berwick, artist Sidsel Christensen captures the geological
qualities of the landscape and coastal line using the human
form–the artist’s body as an interactive framing device.
‘Study for Composition X’ is a development of a previous
intervention in the landscape on the west coast of Norway, building
on a series of video paintings commissioned by Open Gallery in
London. The installation involves two opposing videos: one
presenting a reworking of Christensen’s film created on the
Norwegian coast last year, in which the artist faces across the North
Sea to the UK, while the newly commissioned work, in which the
artist performs on a beach in Berwick, returns the artist’s gaze over
the water. Responding to the Festival’s theme, ‘North by Northeast’,
‘Study for Composition X’ connects the two coastal locations.

WE DRAW UP
CONNECTING LINES
BETWEEN OUR INTERNAL
AND EXTERNAL
LANDSCAPES

“In the two locations I use my body to interact with a landscape that is
both familiar and embedded in me somehow, but also estranged and
abstracted. The work explores how we frame the world from a distance,
how we embody the world, and how we draw up
connecting lines between our internal and external landscapes”
Sidsel Christensen
This new production also involved the artist interacting with another
Berwick location; performing suspended at a height of 30 metres
from the Royal Tweed Bridge, looking out to where the river meets
the sea, which the viewer can experience as one, long ‘still’ image,
and as one which moves around the artist, framing her–and the
riverside–from all sides. ‘Study for Composition X’ has been
commissioned in partnership with NABROAD/ Norwegian

Collaborative Organisation for Contemporary Art Abroad, with the
support of the Royal Norwegian Embassy and Arts Council England.
By Melanie Iredale
Director, Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival

INTRO

In a medium that is as clearly defined as video painting, Sidsel
Chistensen’s Framing ‘Sensual Phase Transitions’ (Study for
Composition VI) represents a fascinating development. In 2011,
Christensen entered the Open Prize for Video Painting, an annual
event run and organised by Open Gallery, and was voted the
winner by a panel of expert judges. This included writer, curator and
contributing editor of Frieze, Tom Morton; Artist-Filmmaker and RCA
tutor, Stuart Croft; Artist Director of Site Gallery, Laura Sillars; and the
founder of Open Gallery, artist and philosopher, Hilary Lawson.
Video painting was established by Lawson as the aesthetic
counterpart to his 2001 theory of ‘Closure’ in which he proposed that
the world is open, but that we close that openness with thought
and language. Championing art as the means to avoid closure, video
painting was developed as its exemplary form.
This philosophical foundation of video painting makes the medium
unique in the contemporary art context. Computer scientist William
Sowerbutts designed the technology, which allows video painting
sequences to play out in a continually changing and evolving order.
This experimental format denies the possibility of a short repetitive
video loop, lending the resultant work the ultimate aesthetic
‘openness’ sought by Lawson.
In video paintings, the camera must be stationary. There can be no
subsequent editing or manipulation of the images. There is no
dialogue or sound. A group of artists formed around the new

medium, creating single pieces of work structured within larger
series governed by the principles of video painting, which offered a
clear set of parameters within which each artist can operate. What
Christensen achieved through ‘Framing Sensual Phase Transitions’
was the reinterpretation and expansion of those boundaries through
the incorporation of the body.
Christensen’s work comprised a sequence of twelve video paintings
lasting just over an hour. Although possible to view as individual
stand-alone pieces, the video paintings have the most impact when
allowed to play out consecutively in an unravelling sequence of
videos. ‘Framing Sensual Phase Transition’s therefore offers an
intense exploration of subjectivity, staged against the craggy coastal
settings of Norway, Tenerife and Croatia.
At present, the artist is specifically investigating the possibility of
immersion and ecstatic experience in contemporary spaces, and
looking at how inner, emotive visions can be linked to the visual
language of abstraction in art.
‘Study for Composition X’ builds on these themes and, through the
support of the Berwick-Upon-Tweed Film and Media Festival, Open
Gallery is proud to have supported the development of Christensen’s
artistic practice.
By Anna Gelderd and Kate Ross
Open Gallery

TEXT
easier to go into my body. And since I was aware that if I fell it would
all be over, I mean we would have to stop the shoot, I was also very
awake.     
RB: Were you frightened?

Rebecca Bligh: So there you are in Berwick, hanging off this
industrial-era bridge, looking back at your past self in Norway. And
between you and the ring itself there’s very little tech, right—you
had no harness?          
		
Sidsel Christensen: Yeah, the Berwick bridges are from three eras.
Medieval, industrial revolution and 1920s. No harness—that’s the
nice thing.      
RB: Yes, now what I want to know is how it felt!
Sidsel: Hanging from the Bridge was actually fabulous.  And it was a
bit of a surprise that I was so taken by it, because since I was not only
the performer, but also responsible for how the work looks, its final
outcome, I was totally obsessing about the production, right up until
I got on the hoop. Thinking about the framing, how high the hoop
should be hung so it would be framed by the bridge in the camera.
Obsessing about the boat and the camera wobbling too much. Then
in the end I felt that there was not more I could prepare or
control- so I got on the hoop from the boat in a leap. And from then
on I knew that I could not get off. That was great, because it was
such a special space to be in suddenly. And then my body naturally
got very slow. The first position required to get up on the hoop is to
hang upside down. I could feel this mass of black moving water
under me. I could almost touch it.
And I was hanging there, watching it move, and my white hands.
I just had to trust the camera people from then on and that made it

Sidsel: No, not frightened but ‘turned on’. Not sexually, but more
really being in my body, if you know what I mean. It is also a sense of
resting. In some positions on the hoop, the body has very good
stability and I can almost fall asleep; so, that made me enjoy it too.
And I really attended to the sounds around me—seagulls echoing
under the bridge.
RB: Yes, alive, activated. The body remembered.
Sidsel: Yes. At that time I had not rehearsed on the hoop; it was
actually half a year since I had been on one, and then starting to just
do it—that was great. I remember little choices, and feeling my body,
like, ah, if I stretch a little further I might get unstable and fall. Feeling
how much to stretch, how to stay with what the body felt.
RB: What’s the genealogy of works that leads to this one? If it’s
possible to talk about in this way—can you find a thread?
There definitely appear to be some continuities. You’ve produced a
series of works featuring female performers and protagonists.
In ‘Britney Spears - Sexually Motivated and The Black Hole
Consequence’, you give a reading of Britney’s career trajectory
according to various internet conspiracy theories, and then you offer
an alternative reading of her very public breakdown as rather a stage
along her own radical and feminine esoteric path, a quest to
eliminate her ego, become a void herself, a kind of black hole,
and transform the world.
Your film ‘The Curvature Singularity of Erin Hunter‘ gives voice to a
woman’s ecstatic, devotional practice of rave culture.

A bit like Britney, she kind of cuts the contemporary figure of a “hot
mess”, but at once and without contradiction, she’s an (archaic) “holy
maid”. She’s a visionary: radiant and transcendent.
The very minimal ‘Study for Composition III’ features a pole dancer,
in which the pole figures as an actualised straight line whereas you
are now working with a steel hoop, an actualised circle. Also in that
work, as in the Berwick and Ogna pieces, there is an apparent
suspension of gravity.
Then, in your recent performance lecture ‘Mary Anne Atwood - Full
Circle’, I note that Atwood’s picture first appears in a circular frame
composed of red and white arrows, opposites leading into and out
of each other, almost like a yin-yang symbol, the first of many
circular graphics. In the lecture you describe how Atwood (b. 1817),
described by her admirers as the last true adept of the metaphysical
tradition(1), learnt from, then, arguably, surpassed her father’s
knowledge of alchemy. With her father’s encouragement, she
withdrew, from even her father’s company, and wrote a book setting
out her esoteric learning—a companion volume to his own poetic
text—only to be persuaded by her father, once the book was
published, to recall and burn all the public copies. This, you say, she
says she did freely and never regretted, even though at the time she
felt a ‘crushing sorrow’ at the loss of her ‘intellectual offspring’, and
had felt herself to be a ‘broken woman’. You suggest that the
book-burning itself may have been another deliberate ego-death,
the return of this bounded container of her work to the potent chaos
of pre-creation, after which, alone and undocumented, she may well
have gone on to greater things. And, as flames roll up the screen
behind you, you climb up into the hoop. Was that the first time?
Sidsel: Yes, I worked with the ring in the Atwood piece; that came
before. At the time I was very interested in the relationship between
text and embodied experience. I wanted my body to become the
shapes of sacred geometry in alchemical images; so, I was focusing
on the shapes the body could make to form a symbol or a sign.

I really liked being in this circle, and I felt it would be quite a nice
thing to do something simpler with it next, because the Atwood
piece is so layered and text-based. So then I thought of using my
body to frame this landscape.
RB: Yeah. It’s like the lecture burned up, just like Mary Anne Atwood’s
book! And only the ring is left, and you are.
Sidsel: Yeah, I like the image. The piece burned up, and left the ring
and a naked version of me, like a baby. No, that sounds gross! Like
the alchemical homunculus. Yeah. And again, nice to be a bit more
straightforward, simple, for once.
RB: So you see a continuity between Britney’s black hole and Mary
Anne Atwood’s black sun?
Sidsel: Yeah. In both stories I am fascinated by the breakdown,
interpreting it as a rebirth into a superpower persona of sorts.
Maybe the darkest times in our lives are the most generative.
I feel that more and more.

In terms of titles, the project in Berwick is called ‘Study For
Composition X‘ and the one from Norway is called ‘Framing Sensual
Phase Transitions’, subtitled ‘Study for Composition VI’. ‘Study for
Composition’ goes all the way back to the first of my hypnosis pieces,
where I set moving lines behind a video portrait of myself telling a
story in an emotional trance. Then came the pole dancer piece. I got
the title from some Mondrian images that had similar titles. For ages,
I was very fascinated with early Modernist abstraction because,
as presented through Alfred Barr and Clement Greenberg, it seemed
so rational and formal, such a linear, pure, formal progression from
Cubism and so on. But, in fact, Mondrian was very spiritual,
a member of the Theosophical Society all his life, and I strongly
sensed something far more soft, intuitive and emotive behind his
formal, non-materialist innovations. Anyhow, I guess all of the
composition works I have made with women in them are somehow
not very purely formal at all. More social, sensual, emotive,
gender-political: an impure formality. I thought it was fun to do all
these impure studies, investigating other constellations underlying
the formal line compositions.
RB: I’m curious to know why all the composition works you have
done with women in count as ‘somehow all not very purely formal
at all’. How do these ‘social, sensual, emotive, gender-political works’
constitute an ‘impure formality’?
Sidsel: I think I mean impure because abstraction is, as it implies in
the word, something not literal or descriptive, whereas I am
descriptive on some level in my work, in my using the photographic
to render recognisable reality. I guess I have always been interested
in quite immersive, irrational occurrences, especially when they
exist within, or in relation to, a very rational framework. That’s also
why I choose to make documentaries, give lectures, create visuals
that look realistic, but then there is something impossible going on.
Mondrian tried to be pure in this idea of abstraction, and it was so
revolutionary then. They all had this strong belief in what this

radical aesthetic break could mean, for society, for culture
—on so many levels. Guess it is easy to be utopian when you are
purely ‘formal’ because it could mean anything or go anywhere,
and this is evident in how many different interpretations that kind
of work has received.
RB: And can abstraction be understood as a sort of purification?
—A separation of elements, like an alchemical distillation?

Sidsel: Yes, possibly. But your questions also seem to be
pushing at how I think about “the woman”, the feminine.
In alchemy and Hermetic Philosophy they talk about the feminine
as a principle. And there are all these wonderful drawings where
the man and woman become one person. Some of them are quite
freaky.
RB: Yeah, like in Tarot, the figure of ‘The World’ is transgendered,

hermaphroditic. It’s the last card in
the ‘Major Arcana’, representing
joyful completion and new
beginnings.
Sidsel: Yes. The whole alchemical
wedding is about merging the
feminine and masculine to create
this new being called the
“homunculus”. Even Duchamp,
who loved Modernity and
progress so much, once made a
painting, ‘Spring (Young Man and
Girl in Spring, 1911)’ with a man and
woman dancing around a tiny
figure which Arturo Schwarz
interprets as that of ‘Mercurius’
(Mercury) in a bottle, a common
alchemical image symbolizing the
universal agent of transformation’2.
And you know that he, Duchamp,
had this feminine alter-ego.
RB: Speaking of symbolic figures,
I recall here that one of the first
journalists to cover the Berwick
project called up the image of
‘Vitruvian Woman’. There is a
formal ideality to these works, but
it’s a modernist utopian aesthetic
that hovers like the ghost of Leni
Riefenstahl, a 20th century warning,
lest we forget. In her 2013 book ‘The
Posthuman’, Rosi Braidotti invokes
the robot, Maria, in Fritz Lang’s
dystopic film ‘Metropolis’ (1927)

—perfectly formed, idealised, sexually potent and yet perfectly
barren, whose very name posits “her” as the opposite and inverse of
the improbably Virgin Mother. Strange, how so-called ‘sexual
liberation’, meaning the severance of sex and reproduction—which
separation had in any case long been ritually enacted during the
modern period by the conventional separation of the private and
public spheres, and concomitant separation of the kinds and classes
of women who could access, inhabit and be accessed by men

in each of these spheres3 , but which, according to our cultural
mythology, was only finally and biopolitically actualised for women
by the advent of the contraceptive pill—once so attained, but since
it failed to simultaneously liberate us from our messed-up sexual
mores (in particular the curious, schizoid cultural affliction whereby
babies may be pure and innocent, for a while at least, but sex, being
the main way they even get here to begin with, is base demiurgic
filth)—ultimately seemed to render this non-reproductive kind of
sex even “dirtier”, even while the sphere of public entertainment

sexuality: so self-possessed. Your sex is returned to you, dirty like
the earth and sea are dirty, fertile-dirty, dirty-but-clean: a kind of
restoration. Amongst the documentation you sent me from the
Berwick shoot is an image of the hoop leaning against the wall
of your hotel bedroom. Above it is a cheap reproduction of Van
Gogh’s ‘Sunflowers’, as if they’re growing out of the wall, and below
that in the foreground we see your legs and feet with your lover’s
feet entangled. It’s a very potent and fecund scene.
It strikes me too that if Mondrian was a theosophist, there is a sense
of restoration at work here also, in the sense that you’re restoring the
worldly and mystical context to his purely formal works, the
objective remains of his embodied practice.
Sidsel: I like your point about the Mondrian restoration. Initially,
I was never that into that part of art history at all, Early Modernism.
And then suddenly I was totally seduced by it, when I researched
early abstract painters and their spiritual/mystic leanings
—Kandinsky, Mondrian, Kubka, Malevich, to a certain extent. It was
really interesting to see that there was quite a human, simple drive
behind what they did, maybe not so calculated and rational after all.
And, of course, also Hilma Af Klint4. After that came all these works
with women in spaces that all seem flattened, virtual, or abstracted
somehow.

became ever more saturated with this “dirty”, insatiable sport-sex
and its human ciphers.
Here, however, contra-Maria, these works accomplish something
remarkable. On the hoop, your body exudes a wholesome, holistic

There is also something simple in these Berwick and Ogna works,
about gravity, about reflecting on gravity, and on different lines
pulling between points. So there is this pull of gravity.
Then there is the axis of the pull in the location of awareness, both
inside and outside at the same time, since I am at once in my body,
and also the gaze that looks at the framing and the composition
from outside. It feels like a strange pull. I keep returning to
articulating this specific experience of being in the world: an
experience of subjectivity that fold back on itself. A body turned
inside out so it becomes the surrounding frame of the space it
inhabits, sensing the world with the walls of its inner skin.

A body turned inside out so it becomes the surrounding frame of
the space it inhabits’. You have described the pull of awareness, at
once inside and outside, as a having an axis, a word which at once
describes ‘a fixed line for the measurement of coordinates’5, and
a straight line or pole running through the symmetrical centre of
things, around which such symmetries revolve.
Taken together, these experiences might be symbolically
represented by the topological formation of a torus, a surface or
solid formed by rotating a closed curve, especially a circle, around
a line that lies in the same plane but does not intersect it.’6

There is almost a history now, since the Sixties, of the many ways that female
artists have used themselves in their work in this way to investigate this
double awareness—Hannah Wilke, Valie Export, Ana Mendieta, and so on—
having the external ‘male gaze’ so integrated, and still taking the role as the
object in the work at the same time.
In the Ogna work, it’s all about the gaze of the woman in the work looking
out over the sea. And now in the Berwick work this look out toward England
from Norway is returned over a distance, across this impossibly long stretch of
space. I like the idea of trying to draw up a line connecting the two gazes, at
least conceptually. Maybe I am trying to make closed rings everywhere.
RB: Yes, you have described a number of geometrical and topological
configurations here. You have spoken of your intention here of ‘framing with
the body’, as an opening (to) that is also an encompassing, and of your
constant return to ‘articulating this specific experience of being in the world:
an experience of subjectivity that folds back on itself.

Here, I suggest, the torus is formed around what you have called
the axis of ‘the pull of awareness’, formed at once of and by its
eso- to exoteric motion. Another way of attempting to apprehend
the encompassing inversion of consciousness you describe might
be to call up the mental intro- and extroversion required by the
alternating, contiguous invocation of the terms ‘penetration’ and ‘
invagination’ for the same phenomenon. Likewise, the visually
apparent aspects of your project—the sight of yourself in the
hoop—that is, belonging to objective, exoteric reality, and the
experiential and topological aspects, “purely” esoteric and virtual,
are at once opposites and aspects of the same. As you send and
meet your own impossible gaze across space-time from Berwick
to Ogna to Berwick and back again, even as this framing-with-thebody, this eso-to exoteric movement of awareness takes place, this
flow of sentient awareness might be described by ∞ the infinity
symbol which also nicely represents the vertical circumnavigation
of a torus in cross-section, requiring at each pass, a leaving of the
land surface, your body leaping into the hoop, your gaze looping
out impossibly across the sea.
Of course, the hoop itself forms an actual torus. A ring doughnut
is also a torus, which, as I noted on a trip there, they happen to
serve in the cafeteria of the Cavendish Physics Laboratory,
Cambridge, where, amongst other daily impossibilities, they
cultivate quantum dots. As a quick search indicates, the torus is
frequently cited in popular terms of sacred topology, named as the
shape describing the aura, the electro-magnetic field of the heart.
To cite a more scholarly example, we find the seeker’s journey in
Sohrevardi’s tale, The Crimson Archangel (Aql-e Surkh), requires a
departure from the realm of the exoteric (Arabic zahir) to the
esoteric, (batin), ‘passing into the interior’, only to find oneself
‘paradoxically, outside’, i.e. ‘on the convex surface’ of what in this
cosmology is called ‘the Ninth Sphere’, whereupon this “interior”
reality ‘is revealed to be enveloping, surrounding, containing what
was first of all external and visible7. ‘Henceforth, it is spiritual
reality that envelops, surrounds the reality called material.

That is why spiritual reality is not “in the where.” It is the “where” that
is in it. Or rather, it is itself the “where” of all things.’ This envelopment
of the ubi [Latin, referring to a place in sensory space] by the ubique
[everywhere, the where of all things]8 conforms to ‘a schema’ on
which, Henry Corbin says, ‘all of our mystical theosophers agree’ 9.
To return to the ubi, in his essay ‘Hearing Things and Dancing
Numbers’,10 Julian Henriques cites Sheets-Johnstone11 as saying
‘Topology... is rooted in the body’, and Connor: “No matter how
abstract it may become, topology remains fundamentally bodily”.12
As Henriques draws shapes for the body with sound waves, you are
forming shapes here with that same which Henriques alternately
calls the ‘enminded body’ and the ‘embodied mind’.13 And here I
think, notwithstanding their multivalence, is where a great part of
the restorative and holistic quality of these works also lies. Taking
Mondrian et al as your point of departure, you are working on
healing the Cartesian rift.
In the bodily enactment of these topologies, a restoration of your
esoteric, numinous states of self, with your actual, realised, objective
and objectifiable self or selves at Berwick and Ogna—even as you
conjured them in your mind’s eye and as we now see them fixed on
film—as, together, the irreducible co-constituents of (your) being is
articulated. Once this irreducibility is established, for those who care
to bear witness, one’s apprehension of another’s objective being
always and always implies and requires one’s acknowledgement of
the virtual, of the numinous. This makes you my favourite magus.
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Page 16
Framing Sensual Phase Transitions
(Study for composition VI)
2013
HD video still
1920 x 1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 17
Study for Composition X
2013
HD video still
1920X1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 18-19
Study for Composition X
2013
HD video still
1920X1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 22-23
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
40 cm x 30 cm
Photo by: Mark Pinder
Page 26-27
Framing Sensual Phase Transitions
(Study for composition VI)
2013
HD video still
1920 x 1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 28-29
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
40 cm x 30 cm
Photo by: Mark Pinder
Page 31
Study for Composition III
2010
HD video still
1920X1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 32-33

Mary Anne Atwood - Full Circle
2013
Digital Photography
(Documentation from performance)
47cm x 31cm
Photo by: Joshua Bilton
Page 35
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
39 cm x 26 cm
Photo by: Mark Pinder
Page 36-37
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
38 cm x 25 cm
Photo by: Erik Medeiros
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Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 40
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
39 cm x 26 cm
Photo by: Mark Pinder
Page 41
Framing Sensual Phase Transitions
(Study for composition VI)
2013
HD video still
1920 x 1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 42
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
32 cm x 54 cm
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 44
Framing Sensual Phase Transitions
(Study for composition VI)
2013
HD video still
1920 x 1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 45
Study for Composition X
2013
HD video still
1929 x 1080 pixels

Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 46-47
Framing Sensual Phase Transitions
(Study for composition VI)
2013
HD video still
1920 x 1080
Photo by: Sidsel Christensen
Page 48
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
42 cm x 56 cm
Photo by: Erik Medeiros
Page 51
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
34 cm x 25 cm
Photo by: Erik Medeiros
Page 51
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
23 cm x 15 cm
Photo by: Iona Davies
Page 51
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
23 cm x 15 cm
Photo by: Kev Todd
Page 51
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
34 cm x 25 cm
Photo by: Erik Medeiros
Page 51
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 51
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies

Page 52
Study for Composition X
(documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 52
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 52
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 53
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 53
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 53
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 55
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 56-57
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
39 cm x 26 cm
Photo by: Mark Pinder
Page 58-59
Study for Composition X

2013
Digital photography
39 cm x 26 cm
Photo by: Mark Pinder
Page 61
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
48 cm x 32 cm
Photo by: Huw Davies
Page 63
Study for Composition X
2013
Digital photography
39 cm x 26 cm
Photo by: Mark Pinder
Page 66
Study for Composition X
(Documentation from production)
2013
Digital photography
23 cm x 15 cm
Photo by: Iona Davies

